
Transpread Chain Trailer Spreaders fit the requirements of the farmer who wants to spread his

own fertiliser.  These units can spread a wide range of materials from Urea at 20 kg/Ha to Lime

at 10,000 kg/Ha, utilising a 500mm Wide

scraper chain driven through a fully

enclosed 3 Speed gearbox.  The Stainless

Steel models have the advantage of

corrosion and bend resistance inherent in

complete stainless steel bodies.

 All-Steel Welded Construction

 Anti-Sieze Chain

 Spinner Speed Readout

 High Speed motors

 Three Speed Gearbox

 Spreads Most Materials

Specially designed TranSpread Twin Spinners are hydraulically driven from the tractor remotes

and speed controlled by a flow control

valve.  All units come fitted with a rev

counter which gives a constant real

display of spinner speed.  No need to

change sprockets chains or spinners

when changing to different products,

simply slide gear change button.

500mm wide chain gives postive

ground speed related feed to spinners

without the need of Load Cells.

 Some Models Complete

Stainless Steel

 Low Centre of Gravity

 3 Point Linkage unit

 2-8 Tonne Trailers

Simple Operation

Easy Loading

 Light Tare Weight

THE TRANSPREAD ADVANTAGE



The Three Point Linkage unit is ideal for spreading

Urea and following the cows around eliminating an

extra set of marks in the fields.  The Transpread

Three Point Linkage unit is also one of the only

Three Point Linkage units that can be used to spread

lime.  

Roll tarps available.  PowerDrive axle and

SpreadSmart In-Cab Control for the contracting

operator, giving you 6 Wheel Drive and total

electronic GPS compatible control with navigation. 

Brief Specification

Low Pasture Impact
 These trailed units are popular with Farmers because

larger loads can be spread by smaller tractors. The total

load on the field is carried by six wheels, not four. The

extra-wide floatation tyres ensure minimum tread impact

and lowest pasture damage.

Chain Feed Quality
 The open link Seize resistant chain provides reliable

trouble free and constant feed to the spinner discs. 

 Easily spreads all types of materials from powdery lime to

granular fertiliser and nitrogen products with out changing

any spinners or sprockets.. 

 reliable, effective and accurate spreading on hilly or

uneven ground. 

Superb Accuracy
 Uniquely shaped spinner discs and deflectors work

together to provide an accurate, controlled, even spread 

THE TRANSPREAD ADVANTAGE



 A Transpread digital tachometer comes standard with all Transpread trailer spreaders. This enables the

operator  to accurately monitor the spinner speed and therefore control the spread pattern.

Proven History and Performance.
 Over 50 years of development and use around the world in some of the most punishing conditions.

Transpread spreaders continue to sell better due to the expert design and experience. Patented technology

means you can’t get better accuracy, reliability and quality from any other spreader.

 The robust gearbox is manufactured from the highest quality steel components and offers the new three

speed ground related drive with no slip between trailer and gearbox drive wheels.

Optional Extras
 Transpread units can also be manufactured with the optional ComputerSpread controller. This is the

ultimate set-and-forget system. It’s easy to use! Simply enter rate per hectare, required bout width, material

density and spinner speed. At the flick of a switch, spreading can begin.

 Tandem axle and tyre options can be specified to suit application

3 Speed completely enclosed gear box. 

Simply shift pin in or out for gear options

Roll Tarp option

Wide door opening

suitable for waste products such as 

chicken litter, yet still able to spread light rates of urea.

Transpread hydraulically driven spinners for unequalled wide

spread

THE TRANSPREAD ADVANTAGE

At Transpread we are constantly improving our products and reserve

the right to change design and/or specifications without notice.



Transpread 500 V Chain Spreaders

Chassis unit for 3 PT 10x15.3
3 PT mounted on chassis

2 Tonne stainless 10x15.3 wheels

3 Tonne low 11.5x15.3 Wheels

4.5 Tonne 16.5 x 18 wheels 6 Tonne 22x20 wheels

Transpread  Australia  Ph. 0353 682 330

3.5 Tonne stainless 12.5 x 15.3 wheels

4 Tonne low 12.5x15.3 Wheels

3 PT mounted 



3 Speed completely

enclosed gear box. 

Simply shift pin in

or out for gear

options

Roll Tarp option

Wide door opening

suitable for waste

products such as 

chicken litter, yet still

able to spread light

rates of urea.

TranSpread hydraulically

driven spinners for

unequalled wide spread.

 Units fitted with flow control and

tachometer

 for accurate

setting.

Fine adjust door opening

 and easy charts for accurate

 rate adjustment.

Transpread 500 V Chain Spreaders

RATE CHART KG. PER HA.Gear Box...Low Gear

Figures in body of chart = mm of door opening0.75Material Density  Cu. Mtre..

30282624222018161412108Width.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Rate

4643403734312724NoNoNoNo40

575350464238343127NoNoNo50

69646055504641373227NoNo60

8075696459534843373227No70

92857973676155494337312480

103968982766962554841342790

11410799928476696153463831100

1261181091019284766759504234110

13712811911010192827364554637120

14913912911910999897969605040130

160150139128118107968575645343140

1721601491371261141039280695746150

1831711591471341221109885736149160

19518216915614313011710491786552170

20619217916515113712411096826955180

217203188174159145130116101877258190

229214198183168153137122107927661200

240224208192176160144128112968064210

2522352182011851681511341181018467220

2632462282111931751581401231058870230

2752562382202011831651471281109273240

2862672482292101911721531341149576250

2982782582382181981791591391199979260

30928826824722720618516514412410382270

32029927825623521419217115012810785280

33231028826624322119917715513311189290

34332029827525222920618316013711492300

36634231729326924422019517114712298320

389363337311285259233208182156130104340

412385357330302275247220192165137110360

435406377348319290261232203174145116380

458427397366336305275244214183153122400

486454422389357324292259227195162130425

515481446412378343309275240206172137450

544507471435399362326290254217181145475

572534496458420382343305267229191153500

601561521481441401361320280240200160525

629588546504462420378336294252210168550

658614570526483439395351307263219175575

687641595549504458412366320275229183600


